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Sedimenf safiples co11ected-ffom the éédifient-wafieriinterfafié from 

Léke Erie in 1975inflicate the presence of fefi live shé11ed.inveEtebrates 

(ostracbdes).~ Of the 26 species identified on1y one, Cdndona—cduda§a, 

"can be éonsidered as su¢céssfu1 today in Léke Erie. £acuA1nL$' 

and Candona Aubihianguzaza, pfimarily recoveréd as émpty shei1s_{n fhié 

étfidy, ihdicate that thesé species have becbme extinct bécause of a chemical 
A 

and/or physica1 change some tihe during thé‘1ést 100~yéhrs in Lake



I INTRODUCTION. 
y
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General, Modern ostracodes have been studied from localized areas 

within Lake Erie. .Furtos; l933, studied the ostracode fauna from weedy' 

inlets, stony bars and rock pools, all at depths of less than 25 feet in 

sthe vicinity of the Bass Islands. .DelormeV(l977a) identified the ostracode 

fauna between Port dlasgow to Point Pelee in conjunction with a sediment 

survey by St. Jacques and Rukavina (l976).‘ Benson and MacDonald'(l963)
_ 

studied fossil ostracodes from.several cores obtained from the centralb'. 

and eastern basins.]e 
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‘ The ostracode (seed shrimp) is a benthic or semi-nektonic organism 

_which feeds on organic detritus. Those that are.semi-nektonic crawl on 

‘-orvswim-around plants, feeding on the plants as well as organic'detritus; 

Those that are benthic forms crawl on or burrow into the bottom sediment 

(down to 2 cm) and feed on organic detritus.g The different species can 

tolerate Very different concentrations of chemical components in the water; 

In order to determine the physical and chemical characteristics of 
T 

the aquatic habitat that a particular ostracode species occupy. the author 

A, has, duringithe years 1955 to 1976, sampledb6720 stations moss Canada. _ 

_These autecological data.are presented here for the three species to be 

discussed (Tables 2, 3, 4). 

4 

Method of collection and preparation, During September of 1975, Dr. 

ELI; Dell collected sediment samples from the sediment-water interface 

of Lake Erie, for sedimentological and mineralogical analyses. Of the 

four Shipek grab samples obtained from each of the l50 stations; one was
_ 

_ 

used for the study of mineralogy and shelled invertebrates;--The sediment 

was wet-sieved immediately after sampling using large diameter sieves retaining 
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all fractions greater than 53 microns; _The residue was oven-dried and ‘T _A 

then dry-sieved into fractions of >200u microns, 2000 to 250 u, and 

»250 to 63 u. Prior to wet-sieving of the samples, the water which reél 

.mained in the Shipek bucket was decantedp. Free-floating or non-attached 

‘organisms were probably lost at this time; Also, a pressure wave may 

precede the Shipek sampler if lowered rapidly, thereby sweeping away some 

of the semi-nektonic organisms and the organic floc above the mud-water
‘ 

_.interface, as has been 'described_ibyASlyA (1969) and Brinkhlurst (1957).
_ 

For each sample -studied, the state of life_for each species was 

7!‘ recorded as live or fossil (empty shell)} Twenty percent of the stations 

contained live specimens, Of all the specimens collected l4 percent were
I 

alive with half of these belonging to the species Candanancaudezagi The 

.identification of the species for each sample is given in Delorme (l977b). 

'1 Table l lists the ostracode species recovered during the l975 cruise. 

DISTRIBUTIONHOT-' T_H_R_E'E. TMPORTANT “0STRACODlvE‘SP.E.CIES'
T 

'_Cdndona caudqza. The distribution of.shells of Candona cdudaza 

(Fig. l) appears to be uniform. The dispersal of live specimens; however, 

is restricted to the middle part of the central basin and the north shore 
no of the eastern basin.



‘ Candond 'cauda_fa» 

Candofia subfvriangulafa»

~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ 
. STATION WHERE SPECIES OCCURS.
~ ~~ 

. 
SANDUSKY BASIN ’ 

~ ~ " 

ASHTABULA
A 

FAIRPORT 
' ’ 

FIGUFIEI1.“ DISTRIBUTION OF THREE OSTRACODE SPECIES IN l_.A_KE' ERIE. 

> 

I AREA wI-IERE SPECIES FOUND ALIVE 
V. \_\\\\ IN 1975- I 

» __
»
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' Re1at'ive Occurrence 
1 

' 
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' ‘ Life ,Lwestern Centra1 Eastern 
5999155 

A 

-CycTe*, —v Basin 
_ 

_ Basin 
_ 

Basin 

Candona. caudaza "M = 52% W 1 

1 

86% 

Physocypméa gfiobuza: 
‘4 

M_ . 
50% '-‘gl 9% '47% 

* IAocgpniA quadnzsezosai M ,‘“ 42% _..i0%. . _.41%V 
V 

Candona acaian L M 
_ 

"42% .’3% M 

'Candona enienbié V? ''f 42% "M 
‘ 

T%_1 .1 s14% 
‘ 

Danwinuza §tevenAdn£ i';MM'- M 42%1: 3’. ~

_ 
M 

M _38% 93% ‘V-7%‘ 
M ?hyAoeyphia inéiaia Y?v _ 

, H 
'Cyp/z,4'_dap5,(',5 u,(',du,a, 

1 M " 

_.15% ' 4% 21% 
. Candona nawéoni M 

1 
15% M 5%" _A‘- 47% M_ 

”_>Candona eflziptiea M 
M{' i12% A 

' 

-M‘ 
V‘ 

cyth¢nL¢4a_ZaCuAifiiA Y _12%' _60% v, 69%1 
Lérn,nocy4‘.heILe wummat ,Y__ 12% 

1 -' 
3% 14% 

Limnocythene Ap. Y 
I 

12% .,. 4% ,_1 24% 
. Phybbcypnia puAtu£oAa M 

A 

M . 
3.14% ’ 

itfil’ Candona Inuncata ?. 
I 4%‘ -' 

"Vi it 

_ Candona intcamedia M‘ 4% ' 7% V,_ r 

1 Candona uwgmamna ~ M * 1 143%.. 
M 

Candqna ean_déda- 
_ 

M" 5% 17% 

Candond fiaba. .. '3%« 1 W V-33%" 

Lérnnocythe/Le guabugz. j Y[ 
_ 

4%‘ j 
31% 

1 _cgp»u;a- apfbthctflrnicd M. 
' V 

1 
3% 

fcandona Aubfluéangulmta — vi 155% 
‘ 

Izgocgpm bluzdyi 
A 

M 1 

1 

7%. 

umnocymm Lnopznwta M 

M 3% 
Limnocytheae danaza 1 

I 

Y . 3% 
MT 1 10% 

_ 

Limnbcyzhene péeudaaetlcuzaia
. 

Tabie 1. Re1ative o¢cur+é5¢é7or ostracode sneeies within the three basins 
regardiess of state of life. 

*‘M 5- 1ife.cy¢1e in terms of weeks to several months. 
YMé- life cyc1e in terms of one year..
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’ Burns and Ross (l972) have indicated that anoxic conditions have-been 

prevalent in the late summer and fall in the central basin. “Table-2 indicates 

that the lowest.value of dissolved oxygen tolerated by C. caudaza is 2.3 m9/1.-. 

Parameter 
' Minimum‘ 

A 

’_Maximum 

‘Bottom water Temperature 
K 

_ 

-_ 
A 

27.0°C 

Surface water Temperature ' _AVl:.; 
g 
7" 2.2” 

I 

:27.0°C 

Depth ,_ 
t 

. , 
‘." 

gg_ 
0 

' 

y 

V0.15 . 
. _l89 meters‘ 

g 

Calcium "_ '. ‘"1, . 

-, ~ 4.0m‘ _i' l80 0 mg/l W, 
V 

Magnesium . 

_ 

._.i :1 
0 

g h »i 
0 

.0.0_.___ V f292.8 mg/l 

; 
Potassium 

0 

t’ils vi‘ 
;_ Ji.Vto.1 

‘,g 32.0 mglln 

. Sodium 
0 

0.4 
0 

325.0 mg/l. 

Copper "o.o 
y 

i 

1.5 mg/l 

h.0issolved iron 0.0 7 ” 6.0 m9/l 
. Carbon dioxide ,-0,0 Y 10.0 mg/1 

Dissolved oxygen _g _ ._ 2,3 ‘: 14.0 mg/l i 

‘Bicarbonate 
y 

..'l /ff ,€~: _.v17.1i 545.4 mg[l~ 
Cmbmmm‘. it ‘"‘ 'iamohy1g 
Chloride o.5.' _70,0.mg/l« 

Sulphate , 
;i35o.o,mg/it 

‘ 

Orthophosphate -0.0 
V l.°l.6 mg/l 

DH’ 
0 

015.2 s 9.4 
0 V 

-0 Total Dissolved Solids 20.5 » 2054tl‘mg/l. 
- 34.0 Conductivity 1800.0 umhos 

Table 2. Autecology of Candond.caudatd based on 485 sampled stations col- 
lected by the author from Canada. . 

and on-this basis it seems that the species should not be living in the 
' Central baSln- However, table l shows that the life cycle for this species 

ls fairly Short, thereby allowing it to become locally extinct for a short



period of time. Unhatched eggs that remain can survive anoxia and propagate
‘ 

the species at some iater time when anoxic conditions have disappeared. 

icytheniaaa zacuaxnis. 7iab1e 1 shows a high percentage of Cgthéfliasa 

Zacuainie occurring in the centrai and eastern basins. uCythea@44a_£acuAzhiAV 

is a benthic form and 1ive specimens were not lost with water decanted_from 
Vnthe Shipek sampie, however, figure 1 i1iustrates that the species was not 

found iiving in these basins except for four small iocaiities; It is 

from table 3 that depth has not iimited the species in Lake Erie.’ The Iower 

Parameter ‘ii ' 

. 

. 

‘_'. "M Minimum ‘Maximum 

Bottom water Temperature 3.7 ' 23.o?c 
.Surface_water Temperature" 5,0 A25.2°C 
Depth 

V 

0.6 181.4 meters 
Calcium 2.0 ,49.5 mg/1 
Magnesium 

._ 0.0 16:8 mg/1 
‘Potassium .io.o 21.5 mg/1 
Sodium _= o.3_M_ 30.7 mg/1' 
Copper 

. 0. .o.o1 v"0.4'mg/1 
Dissoived iron - 0.0 M 

_ 

3.9 mg/1 
Carbon dioxide . 0.0 

I 

10.0 mg/1‘ 
Dissoived oxygen 3.0 

I 

13.4 mg/1 
_Bicarbonate 3.7‘ ‘.]33,o mg/1' 
Carbonate 

0 

0 

o.o v14.4 mg/1 
chioride 01.6 33.0 mg/1 
Suiphate ion »55 o mg/1 
Orthophosphateg o.o o_5 mg/1 
DH_ . 

. 6.4 8.8
4 

Total Dissolved So1ids_ 11,2 215;o mg/1 
Conductivity» 25_o_ 370.0 umhos 

Table 3.i Autecoiogy of Cythehiaea Kacuatnia based on 281 sampied stations 
, 

coiiected by the author from Canada.



limit of dissolved oxygen required by c- Zacuaxnla is 3 mg/l. As wasipointed. 

out by Burns and Ross (l972)Q lower levels of dissolved oxygen than this" 

. have been attained over most of the central basin. Cyxhen£AAa.£dcu4zni£ 

differs from Candona caudata because it has a life cycle which approaches 

or goes beyond one year in duration.‘ Consequently, the species can become_ 

«_locally extinct if the adults are killed off by the development of anoxic 

conditions. Unhatched eggs will develop later when the area is reoxygenated, 
A’ 

but the nauplii will be killed off the following year if anoxic conditions 
I 

develop every summer in that area, An excellent example of this is the 

Sandusky Basin which is known to go anoxic eaeh year (Burns, l977, personal- 

v—communication) and which does not even show the presence of empty shells in 

the 1975 survey (Fig. 1). However, the rest of the central basin does not 
" go anoxic every year (Herdendorf, C.E,, 1977.‘ CLEAR Technical Report no. 59)l’ 

and Cyiheniaaa £acu41niA_has existed in these parts recently.A From analyses 

eof.cores from the central and eastern basins, Benson and MacDonald (1963) 

have.shown that Cytheaiaaa zacuaxnia has been a common constituent of these - 

basins for many hundred of years prior to the development of periodic oxygen- 

less conditions._ 

Candana Aubinianguiaxa. Fossil.shells of Candona'Aubtniangu£a1h 

are restricted to the eastern basin (Fig. 3). Depth could not have" 

restricted the species to the eastern basin, because autecological data 

(Table 3) indicate that c.,AubznLanguzaza has a depth range of 7.6 to 273- 

meters. If depth were the single controlling factor, this species would 

.then have existed in the central basin and perhaps even the western basin 

(maximum depth 10 meters), as indeed it has_in prehistorical times (Benson 

and MacDonald, 1963). More restrictive than depth, however,-is the minimum



AParameter- -_ A 

A 

i A. 
;"’A 

‘ A=”_ Minimum A‘ Maximum 

Bottom water Temperature 
_ _ 

g,'2-6_v~ ..19-2°C 

Surface water Temperature ’ 

AA 
‘ 

‘ 2I2“' 
. 

28.0°C 
Depth ’ 

' 

'. 7.6 
_ 

j.273.l meters 
Calcium ’_ 3.3- ‘7l22.5 mg/1 
Magnesium ‘dO.7tAA .:i7-5 m9/1 V_‘ 
Potassium ‘ 0.0» i132 mg/1’ 

AASodiumA 
A 

1.o.g p4.3 mg/1 
’ Copper A 

A0.A0l_b 
A 

0.3 mg/l 
ADissolved iron 

V 

.A0.O 
, 
l0.5'mg/l. 

A. Carbon dioxide _ 

‘A O.8_‘ l2.0 mg/l 
Dissolved oxygen .5.6 

A 

* 13.4 mg/1 
ABicarbonate 8.5 “97.6ymg/l 
Carbonate T 0.0. . Oimg/l 
Chloride l.2 

_ 
.8 mg/l 

Sulphate 0.0 12.0 mg/l 
_0rthophosphate .Q.0 

A‘ 
.5Amg/l 

pH 
A‘ 

~' 

. 6.1-6 A8.l _. . 

Total Dissolved Solids __ ‘ 

g 

_ 

~ 22.9 
i 

92.3 mg/l 
. Conductivity 

y 

‘ 

i 

‘- -A_"‘ ‘. " 

g 
44.0 A‘lO6.O_umhos 

. Table 4.A Autecology of Candonn Aubzniangulaxa based on 46 sampled stations 
_ 

collected by the author from Canada. 

requirement of 5.6 mg/l dissolved oxygen for the species. Clearly, oxygen 
A 

values of lower than 5.6 mg/l have been frequently attained for the western
A 

Q . 

and central basins,=thereby causing extinction because the species has a 

lifeAcycle which approaches or exceeds one year in duration (Fig. l). Con- 

sequently, successiveAgenerations were impeded from developing because of 

recurring conditions of low oxygen concentration. ‘Although the eastern 

basin is not considered to become anoxic. dissolved oxygen concentrations "



_. as low as 1.6 mg/l for certain areas 5% the basin have been observed (Burns 

gt_§l,, l976). This would be sutficient to cause an annual extinction of 

Cendonaiaubthtanguknxa, If recurred on an annual basis, 

then the species would have become extinct, however, it probably has not 

even yet occurred onva basin-wide basis. :. 
_ 

i V I i i 

‘ 

1In 1963; Benson and MacDonald studied the fossil ostracodes.of. 

several cores collected in 1961 from the central and eastern basins of 

Lake.trie. They found that in the eastern basin, candona-Aubinianguzdza 

had been present for a long period of time (probably several hundred years). 

. Although they studied four cores from the central basin, they only reported 

on two from along the south shore. One short core, north-west of Ashtabula, 

did not contain C. Aubthtanguzaza. In the other core, north of Fairport 

Harbor, the species was present in the lower half; unfortunately the-top 

half of the core was either lost or not analyzed. Regardless of the shells 

recovered from these two cores, indications are that the species did exist‘ 

V_ in at least part of the central basin during its history; This would indicate 

that some major chemical.and/or physical changes occurred in the central 

basin during the last hundred years causing the species to become extinct 

a long time ago; Analyses of further cores for the central basin taken from. 

all over the lake would help determine when these changes took place, as 

. 

well as attempt to identify the changes that took place. 
‘K .
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' CONCLUSIONS 

Changes in the ostracode bottom fauna have been brought about 

by chemical and/or physical changes in Lake Erie during the life cycle 

;of the individual species. Repetition of these chemical and/or physical 

changes have brought about a permanent change in the ostraeode fauna. 

It is not possible to determine the chemical and/or physical changes 

which have brought about the changes in the fauna. This is because 

‘chemical and physical data of the aquatic habitat were not collected 

at the time benthic fauna was collected. These data are important because 

of the following analyses which can be carried out: 

l. Determine whether or not the parameter in question (e.g. 

" dissolved oxygen) is within the minimum-maximum range for 

the species. If specimens of the species are alive and the 

parameter is within the range, then the parameter in this 

situation is not limiting. If species are fossil (empty 

shells) and the parameter is outside the range, then the 

parameter was limiting; if the parameter was_within the 

range, then some other parameter(s) was limiting. 

2. If the specimens of the species are found alive but the 

parameter (e.g. dissolved oxygen) is found outside the known 

range for the species, then the value of the parameter should 

be considered to be a new piece of information which extends 

the range of the parameter for the species.



.11a 

This points out the need_for ana1yses of chemical and physical 

data at the time of co11ection of the benthic fauna. This report wouid 

have been more pertinent to changes that have taken piace if these data 

had been coiiected on this and previous cruises. The study of bottom 

fauna for the sake of studying the distribution of the benthic forms, before 

the study of the eco1ogy (the reiationship between the species and the 

Lake Erie habitat), is 1itt1e more than useiess. It does not a1]ow one 

to determine the cause and effect re]ationships between organisms and 

its habitat, and euentualiy the food_chain and the aquatic environment 

“Lake Erie".
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